Nominations for Congress Begin Today

Mikula, Morrissey Lead Executive Board Victors

Dave Mikula was elected president of Student Congress in yesterday's election. He defeated Tim West in a contest that drew only a 24 percent voter turnout. The low turnout was attributed to the fact that two of the four offices on the ballot had candidates that ran unopposed.

Mikula is a finance-marketing major from Piscataway, N.J. and was a representative for the Class of '82 before running for Congress president. When asked about his new job he stated, "I hope to continue Congress' goal of helping the student body, especially in the areas of off-campus problems and the drinking age question. I also plan to keep an open line of communication between the student body and the administration in order to preserve the present rapport between the two groups."

Mikula wants to thank the students for their support and plans to work for their best interest.

Cheryl Morrissey ran unopposed for the position of Student Congress vice president. She is a political science major from Staten Island, N.Y. and has served two terms as a Class of '82 representative. Morrissey has also been the chairperson of the lifestyles committee during the past session of Congress.

The new secretary of Student Congress will be Beth Kelleher. She also ran unopposed. A political science major from Warwick, R.I., Kelleher has been the secretary of the Class of '82 during the past year.

Liz Flynn, a math major from Lunenburg, Mass., was victorious over her opponent, Kate Grant, to become the new treasurer on the Executive Board. She too has been a representative for the Class of '82.

The Providence College Corporation unanimously passed a resolution on Friday, Jan. 16, to approve construction of a theater on campus. The resolution is the culmination of a 16-month investigation by a 16-member theater study committee which sought to develop plans for the most desirable type of cultural center on the college.

According to Dr. Richard Grace, a member of the committee, the theater will be built "at such time as it can be paid for with money that won't have to be borrowed, and will not put an additional burden on tuition costs." It is estimated that the structure will cost at least two and a half million dollars.

Included will be various support facilities, dressing rooms, seam shop, and a fly loft. The committee hopes to avoid building the theater, and visited others in the New England area. They gave special consideration to energy-consciousness. Food waste is a bad habit that results in higher costs. It is estimated that the food in Raymond Cafeteria...
Around The Campus

Carnation Sale
Carnations will be on sale for Valentine's Day. The sale is being sponsored by the Knights of Columbus Ladies' Auxiliary. It is being held every day in Lower Slavin from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

T-Shirt Sale
WDOM is holding a T-Shirt sale to celebrate its going stereo. The sale is in Lower Slavin every day from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

BOG Movie
Cleopatra will be shown tomorrow in the Last Resort at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
A prayer meeting will be held tomorrow at 9:30 p.m. in Guzman Hall.

BOG Trip
A trip to the Hartford Whalers vs. Toronto hockey game will be held on Friday, Jan. 30. Bus leaves Slavin at 4:30 p.m. Tickets available in the BOG office.

BOG Movie
The highlight of that meeting was the unanimous passage of an amendment to the Student Congress by-laws. The amendment, which was submitted by Jay Anthony, president of the Board of Governors, gives clubs the right to organize clubs.

It also ensures that the BOG and the Student Congress will work together to make decisions. You have to sign up early.

Bowling Club
Each member may bring one guest to bowl on the house at Lang's Bowlarama in Cranston on Feb. 5. For information call Tom Campbell, 863-3596.

We Missed You!
We Missed You!
We Missed You!

French Club
The French Club is organizing a long weekend in Montreal, Canada, during the February winter recess. You can enjoy the charms of another culture, the nightclubs, cafes, restaurants, museums, and even ski slopes. If you are interested, contact the modern language department or come to the French Club meeting on Thursday, Jan. 29, Slavin 203 from 2:30 to 3:30. Act soon! You have to sign up early.

Spiked Shoe Club
Meeting tonight at 6:30 in Slavin 103.

Chess Club
Meeting tomorrow at 4 p.m. in McDermott 14.

Health Services Club
Meeting tomorrow at 6 p.m. in Slavin 203.

Dillon Club
There will be a mixer Saturday night in Alumni Cafe at 9 p.m. It will be called "Bermuda Night" and will include a raffle for a free trip to Bermuda.

Class of 1982 Plans For Its Commencement

By Doreen Popolillo

When they entered Providence College in September, 1978, Rob Giovino and Laura Foley had high expectations and after being elected president and vice president of the Class of '82, they started working immediately. Giovino and Foley have been leading the class since their freshman year at PC and the Class of '82 has been one of the most prosperous and successful classes for five years.

Now that the Junior Ring Weekend is over, planning for Commencement has begun.

Working with a healthy treasury, the officers are seeking a Commencement speaker and stretching activities to seven days. The three day expansion of Commencement Week is to provide the Class of '82 with more time to be together.

According to Giovino, the full week of activities can be accomplished because '82 is "the wealthiest class after a ring weekend in the past five years without Congress funds." Interviews for the Commencement core committee will begin soon.

Plans are in process for a personal secretary to act as a liaison between the Veritas and the Class of '82 to prevent obstacles faced by previous classes.

The '82 "personalized" yearbook will be in the possession of the graduates two months after graduation.

Battle of the Dorms will be sponsored by the Class of '82 this spring and Two Way Street will return to PC on March 6. After 14 profitable events the Class of '82 hopes to continue their precedent of successes.

Congress Holds Its Last Meeting Under Billy Pearson

Friday, Jan. 23, the Student Congress held its final meeting. The highlight of that meeting was the unanimous passage of an amendment to the Student Congress by-laws.

The amendment, which was submitted by Jay Anthony, president of the Board of Governors, gives the right to organize clubs.

It also ensures that the BOG and the Student Congress will work together to make decisions. You have to sign up early.

Club Notes

French Club
The French Club is organizing a long weekend in Montreal, Canada, during the February winter recess. You can enjoy the charms of another culture, the nightclubs, cafes, restaurants, museums, and even ski slopes. If you are interested, contact the modern language department or come to the French Club meeting on Thursday, Jan. 29, Slavin 203 from 2:30 to 3:30. Act soon! You have to sign up early.

Bowling Club
Each member may bring one guest to bowl on the house at Lang's Bowlarama in Cranston on Feb. 5. For information call Tom Campbell, 863-3596.

Sociology Dept.
Planning Committee Meeting, 2:30 p.m.
Slavin 203

We Missed You!
PC Salutes the 52 Former Hostages
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Harkins Hall gets new windows.
PC's Shuttle Service: Please Be On Time

The PC Off-Campus Shuttle Service has been a matter of much discussion and publicity for the past year. The shuttle has also been a long awaited service by many students. As the student body. Through the efforts of the Off-Campus Resident Organization, chaired by Ed Flynn, the Committee on Administration, the Student Organization, chaired by Ed Flynn, or Fr. McMahon (Student Services Office).

It has come to the attention of the Editorial Board of The Cowl (through the reports of various members of the Student Congress) that the Shuttle Service has been deviating from both its proposed schedule time and route path. The Editorial Board of The Cowl urges them to perfectionize this stop immediately. If the driver does not keep relatively close to his/her schedule, students will be waiting on or off campus in the dark for a considerable period of time. This defeats the whole purpose of the Shuttle Service.

The Editorial Board of The Cowl feels that the shuttle service is an important and necessary addition service provided to students and urges its continuance. However, the Editorial Board of The Cowl also realizes the potential danger in disregarding or running on a proposed schedule. Therefore, the Editorial Board of The Cowl strongly suggests that the Shuttle Service drivers adhere to their schedule as closely as possible.

If you have a comment on the Shuttle Service, it can be given to either Student Congress, Ed Flynn, or Fr. McMahon (Student Services Office).

From the editor's desk...

Today is the beginning of the nomination period for Student Congress elections. While this may seem like an unimportant event, it is a chance for students to express their feelings about campus issues. All of the class offices (president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer and five representatives) for the freshman, sophomore and junior classes are on the ballot.

This means that anyone except members of the senior class has the opportunity to be elected to represent their fellow classmates. If you think that changes should be made at PC or that you would like to get more involved in your campus, then here is your chance.

To begin with, just stop by the Congress office in Slavin Center. It is located next to the information desk in room 214. It is here that you take your nomination papers that requires fifteen signatures. Once you have them, you return the paper to the Congress office and you are put on the ballot. At 12:00 a.m. on Saturday, Jan. 30, the campaign period begins. You’re allowed to put five posters around the campus, make a speech and campaign to your classmates until midnight on Wednesday, Feb. 4. The next day the election is held and you find out the results of your work.

Win or lose, campaigning for a Congress position is a rewarding experience. You’ll meet new people, learn more about your campus and find out about what makes America great—the free election process.

Sitting in class and complaining about the problems at PC is not very worthwhile. However, being a member of the Student Congress keeps you informed about what is going on and lets you shape the future of our campus.

If you think that you cannot be elected if you’ve never run for office before, then you are mistaken. Appear on the ballot is eligible to be elected. What makes the difference is desire. If you really want it, it can be yours.

Mr. Byron: “Can You Spare A Dime?”

The lifestyles committee of the Student Congress, chaired by Cheryl Morrissey, has been attempting to get the student a change machine. According to Morrissey, at the Jan 23 Congress meeting, the chairman of the Student Congress, at the Jan 23 Congress meeting, Joseph Byron, vice-president of business affairs, gave Sullivan a “special commitment” to purchase a change machine by this semester. Members of the lifestyles committee expected the change machine to be located in Aquinas basinment upon their arrival back to Providence. Unfortunately, there was, or is, no change machine anywhere in Aquinas.

At present, members of the lifestyles committee are trying to solve these bureaucratic problems. The Editorial Board of The Cowl urges them to persevere in their quest for the change machine. The Editorial Board of The Cowl further recommends that the Administration approve the purchase of this needed change machine. The Providence College student is in great need of loose change for the multitude of vending machines, including washers and dryers, here on campus.
Another Congress Member Upset

Dear Editor:
The Cowl Editorial Board owes the Student Congress an apology. Before labeling us elitist, it should have gotten its facts straight. The new amendment to our by-laws states that every treasurer of Congress in January, I am very surprised to read it?

Stop Vandals

by Editor:

On Saturday, Jan. 24, it was discovered that there were vandalism in Dore Hall parking lot. I was a bit curious as to how an event like this could go by unnoticed. In fact, we have spent thousands of dollars installing this new security system, we would see our cars were protected.

For those who get enjoyment out of damaging cars, I hope you get laughed at hard when it happens to you some day.

Debbie LaViolette, '82

Inquiring Photographer

In light of recent reports of hostage mistreatment, do you feel the United States is obligated to follow through with the negotiated terms?

Cassery's Corner

"Welcome Home"

By Barbara A. Casserly

The hostages are home and with their arrival we feel a sense of national unity and patriotism which our lifetimes have not been felt before.

The division of the 60's, and the staggering growth of hardhat riots given way to the 80's where citizens again feel proud to be Americans. The negative attitude Americans have had toward their own nation seems to have largely diminished.

In days that have ensued since the Americans were taken captive this nation has gone through periods of change, yet we have maintained stability. The 80's are a time for peacefully changed hands, for the first time in modern history America must not forget, during the Summer Olympics, and John Lennon is dead.

The manner of John Lennon's death is characteristic of the violence of the 60's. His violent murder is ironic because his energy and talents were devoted to spreading peace in the 70's. It was a decade of difficult times, but we survived.

We have endured the devastation of an undeclared conflict in a distant land, and seen the indications of some of this nation's top officials. At the end of this decade of turbulence, America was taken hostage. Yet, once again we have prevailed.

The emancipated hostages are home! Difficult times are undoubtedly ahead for these Americans must not forget, the strength of the hostages exemplified throughout their plight in the days ahead.

Happily, they have strengthened the hostages treated fairly.

JEANNE GRIFFIN '82

"Yes, it's good American policy to keep our part of the deal."

DR. RAYMOND SINGICKER

"The answer is not a simple one. The hope is that more of our agreements in the future—no matter how painful, they might be—we should set the example now by following through with our promises."

MARY SULLIVAN '81

"No, the United States was under the impression that the hostages were treated fairly."

STEVE O'NEILL '81

"I've been down in the swamp-lands, the newspapers come by a week later."

BRENDA KEFFE, '81

"No, we should return them to Iran because they're damaged goods."

MARK WATPHOUSE, '81

"We must not break our present agreement with Iran in terms of our long range national self-interest. However, justice should be served to the Iranians, the exception cannot be ignored or forgotten."

Counseling Center Notes

Do people always understand you, really know what you mean and how you feel? Do you always know what other people want, what they are experiencing? Most of us, at one time or another, in our more relationships, have a vague, uneasy sensation of not hitting it off, of not missing the point, of not making contact. How we communicate determines how we survive, how productive we are, and how we develop. Communication skills are learned which means they can be changed or improved.

During the month of February, the Counseling Center will offer a workshop series on Interpersonal Communication Skills. It will meet in Slavin Center, Room 217, from 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Mondays, Feb. 2, 9, 16, and 23.

The goals of the workshops are as follows: (1) Participants will become aware of the nature of clear, effective communication; (2) Specific listening, speaking, and feedback skills will be taught; (3) Opportunities will be provided to examine our own communication experiences and practice the skills being presented.

Anyone should be able to profit from these workshops. Communication skills can enhance both personal and professional relationships. Persons planning to work either with the public or within organizations should know that prospective employers are looking for candidates who can participate in a clear, effective dialogue. Therefore, all mapes are invited including business and liberal arts. If you are interested, come to Slavin 217 on Monday, Feb. 2, at 2:30 p.m.
McVinney Has A Ball

By Jean Ludwig

The McVinney Blind Date Ball, though off to a very rocky start, turned out to be a rousing success. The combination of the Fabulous Mertz Brothers and the super people proved to be one of the best occasions of the year. There were a few crashers though, which spiced up the evening. Two “blind men” with their white canes and seeing eye dogs stopped in for a visit. In spite of the fact that there were no plastic cups, and the band and bartenders were late, everything just seemed to fall into place as the night went on. A first at Providence College, the McVinney Blind Date Ball provided a chance for many McVinney women to have a date with the man of their wildest dreams. Most of the surprised escorts were pleasant and everyone really enjoyed themselves. Special thanks is given to Margaret Connally and Rev. William Folsey, O.P. for all of their help and support. This event will be quite memorable in times to come. Hopefully McVinney, through the help of Theresa Battista and Rosie Boyle, has set a precedent for the other dorms to follow.

A Salute To Fred Ryan

A lot of things happen on campus, so that many students do not grasp the full scope of certain events. Last Saturday evening a party was held in the Colonel’s Corner under the sponsorship of Guzman dormitory. Most presumed it was the usual Colonel’s Corner Keg Calamity. In actuality, it was a very special party held in memory of Fredrick C. Ryan, a former member of the Class of ’83, who passed away due to a car accident over the summer. Fred was a business major from Scituate, Mass., who made many friends his first year at PC. The lives he touched here, as well as 25 friends from home, came to the Colonel’s Corner Saturday night to remember him. Certainly a lot of students simply bought tickets because the price was right, unaware that the money was to be granted in Fred’s name to a scholarship fund at Scituate High School.

The generosity of different clubs, like the Order of the Shillelagh and the Rugby team, who donated kegs of beer, made almost 100 percent of the ticket money profitable. The loss suffered by those who knew Fred, and even those who did not, brought a toast to him at midnight. Though he passed away, his memory will live on.

“Lazer Magic”

Lazer light, splashes of color, prisms exploding into a unique world; it was a spectacle worth seeing. Sunday, Jan. 25, the Board of Governors travel committee sponsored a trip to the Boston Museum of Science to take part in “Music for Your Eyes.” Lazer light was an exceptional encounter with imagination and the hypnotic effect of hues upon the globular ceiling of the planetarium. The swirling music and the movement of light created the sensation and illusion of a spinning room. Between the stars and the swirling colors a cosmic Disneyland world evolved, which sent many PC’ers into Boston’s own Fantasia — watch out, Walt’s dead.

A Bit of Bermuda is Coming to PC

By Mary Claire Cannemella

Attention sun worshipers! If you’re in the mood for an entire evening of palm trees, warm sands and beach blanket beauties, come to the “Bermuda Night” mixer this Saturday, Jan. 31. The event, sponsored by the Dillon Club, will take place in Alumni Café from 9-1. A free trip to Bermuda will be raffled off to one lucky winner, along with other door prizes such as suntan lotion, beach towels, sunglasses and frisbees. Music will be provided by Talus, a group which includes three PC students. Admission is $2, but all those who come in costume will be admitted for special reduced rate of $1.50. Jane Siveira, president of the Dillon Club, encourages all to dig up Hawaiian shirts, sneakers, bathing suits, and other tourist attire and enjoy the night.

Features

MINERVA PIZZA HOUSE
1405 Douglas Ave., North Providence, R.I.
Delicious pizzas and hot oven grinders.
“CALL YOUR ORDER BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOME — THEY WILL BE READY ON ARRIVAL.”
10% DISCOUNT WITH PC ID
353-5155

January 28, 1981

Don’t squeeze too hard.

I’m gonna get you.

Couple of the night.

Of course, tickets for drinks sold fast.

MINERVA PIZZA HOUSE
1405 Douglas Ave., North Providence, R.I.
Delicious pizzas and hot oven grinders.
“CALL YOUR ORDER BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOME — THEY WILL BE READY ON ARRIVAL.”
10% DISCOUNT WITH PC ID
353-5155

January 28, 1981
Book Review

Hugh Prather, best selling author in the field of personal psychology and religion, has written for the first time of the spiritual experiences which led him to his conviction of how to be truly helpful to others. There Is a Place Where You Are Not Alone, a paperback original, is now available from Doubleday and Company.

Prather, a counselor and teacher, who calls himself a "co­helper" believes that within a helping relationship the exchange is always equal and the helper receives as much as he gives. He says in his introduction to this new book, "I am an ordinary person whose work is to write about my ordinariness." He seems to do it with extraordinary success.

The author of Notes to Myself, Notes on Love and Courage, and I Am a Child of God returns. The Earth Touches Me, Prather's work is both profound and practical as it teaches upon every individual and upon the social awareness that should be a part of one's life.

---

Students of the Month

The Editorial Board of the Cowl has changed its policy for Student of the Month for January by selecting two members of the student body who have joined together to exemplify the true meaning of giving.

For this reason, the Cowl Editorial Board has chosen Sharon A. Maher, Class of '81 and Maryanne Howley, Class of '82 as Students of the Month. They worked as a team to make the Big Brothers and Sisters Dance-a-thon a reality and in the process raised approximately $1,000 for the organization.

Overall, the plot and acting of the season 9 to 5 begins. With Parton as the smash hit movie of the year, perhaps? Maybe they are an escape from studying and the responsibilities and deadlines one must keep. Some find them totally entertaining, mocking the dramatic escapades and interesting plot.

But for most, they are a great way to make life more inviting. If the soaps weren't so crazy, we would have nothing to ridicule. Imagine if your girlfriend was watching the library Friday, when she heard Heath was pointing the gun at Jeff and Diana. Slavin Center draws crowds from the woodwork during the bewitching hour at 3 and 4. And rumor has it, Guzman is quite the place to be if you are interested in predicting Luke's intentions after dinner next date to the disco and Scorpion's intentions after dinner with Laura.

Soap operas are very popular at PC. (The understatement of the year, perhaps?). Maybe they are an escape from studying and the responsibilities and deadlines one must keep. Some find them totally entertaining, mocking the dramatic escapades and interesting plots. But for most, they are a great way to make life more inviting. If the soaps weren't so crazy, we would have nothing to ridicule. Imagine if your girlfriend was watching the library Friday, when she heard Heath was pointing the gun at Jeff and Diana. Slavin Center draws crowds from the woodwork during the bewitching hour at 3 and 4. And rumor has it, Guzman is quite the place to be if you are interested in predicting Luke's intentions after dinner next date to the disco and Scorpion's intentions after dinner with Laura.

---

Providence College in Bermuda!

SPRING BREAK 1981

GET A GREAT TAN! $299 HAVE A GREAT TIME!

Sponsored by: College Hill Travel

CONTC: ANN LARKIN or LAUREN SMITH
274-6628 865-3467

★ ONLY 50 OPENINGS LEFT! ★
Metro-Update

So, You’re Looking For A Yacht...

You have a lot of extra money. You don’t know what to do with it. If you fit this category then—please—tell us your secret. Seriously, however, if you like the water, you may want to check out the 9th Annual Rhode Island Boat Show being held at the Providence Civic Center from now until Sunday. It features many types of boats, from small dinghies to large yachts. All total, there are approximately 300 power and sailboats on display. There is also a special wind-surfing demonstration.

The boat show is always a popular event due to the many water enthusiasts living in this area. One trip to Newport in the summer tells you that Rhode Island has no shortage of yachtsmen. Along with the display of boats, there is a large assortment of accessories for both the boat and the skipper. One glance lets you know that electronics have invaded the world of pleasure boating. There is equipment to tell you everything from how deep the water is to who is stealing your boat.

Showtimes for this event are: Wednesday thru Friday, 10 a.m.-11 p.m.; and Sunday, 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

Goddard’s: Fun Not a Fortune

The Biltmore Plaza: elegant, reserved and seemingly out of reach for the average college student on a budget. This appears to be the prevailing opinion, and a partially mistaken one at that. The Biltmore can be enjoyable by all—even when parents aren’t visiting or there isn’t a special occasion. This restaurant can be found at the hotel’s “Eating Saloon” —Goddard’s.

Most of us have passed by and thought, “That looks like a nice place,” but have never bothered to venture within. Well, next time—bother! The atmosphere is cozy and warm—a pleasing mixture of the posh elegance of a gentleman’s bar and the freshness of rattan and greenery. It’s a place well suited for a casual meal, cocktail or draft. The seating arrangements are very accommodating, too. If you’re looking for a quiet meal for two a private table is yours for the asking. A large group? There’s room for you as well, just give a little advance notice if possible.

The menu is limited and relatively simple, but it will satisfy many tastes, and it’s especially good if you’re up for a hearty sandwich. The types offered include french dip, tuna, club and a Reuben—called the ‘Kennish Guard’—with your choice of bread and potato salad and cole slaw on the side. Entrees consist of green salad, spinach and mushroom salad, and a spinach and cheese strudel. All range in price from $3.50 to $4.50.

If something lighter is more your speed there are several soups and stews that look equally as tempting. And, of course, to satisfy the sweet tooth or simply finish the meal in style there are several desserts offered, including cheesecake and mudd pie.

Goddard’s is fun because you feel pampered without spending a fortune for the luxury. It can provide the atmosphere for an intimate meal for two or a warm, comfortable gathering place for friends. Just two blocks from the Civic Center, it’s convenient for, before or after PC basketball games—or anything else that brings you downtown.

Providence Civic Center
9th Rhode Island Boat Show, January 28-February 1.

PC vs UConn, February 4

Trinity Square Repertory Company
The Iceman Cometh, begins January 30 (upstairs)

Ocean State Performing Arts Center

“Whoopie” with Imogene Coca, February 1.

Center Stage
Reduced price tickets available in the Office of Programming and Special Events.

Providence in Europe
Pietrasanta, Italy

June 18th to August 10th, 1981

Drawing, Painting, Sculpture, Renaissance Art History, Renaissance Literature, Romantic Age of Poetry, Italian

LONDON...CANTERBURY...AMIENS...PARIS...CHARTRES...TOULOUSE...
PREHISTORIC CAVES OF NIAUX...CARCASSONNE...PONT DU GARD...
AVIGNON...MONTE CARLO...FLORENCE...PISA...SIENA...ROME...
MUICH...BAVARIAN ALPS.

30 Days at Pietrasanta and the Italian Coast

6 College Credits — $2,725.

15 Places Remaining—Act Now!

CONTACT, Father McAlister, OP, Art Building, Room 210 — Phone 865-2310

Best time, 2-4 in the afternoons, 7:30 to 10 in the evenings
Film Committee Presents

"COOL HAND LUKE"

starring
Paul Newman
Thursday, January 29

Last Resort
8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Last Resort Social
featuring
PETER WALSH
AS D.J.
with your favorite tunes
Saturday, January 31

Tickets on sale Thursday at 12:00
in the BOG office

Friday, January 30
Travel Committee: Bus Trip to Hartford Whalers vs.
Toronto Mapleleafs Tickets—$5.00 in BOG office

BOG CONCERTS
presents:
"THE BLUSHING BRIDES"
"In the Tradition of the Rolling Stones"
W/special guests
THE DOGS
THURSDAY—FEBRUARY 5, 1981
2 SHOWS—8 and 10 P.M.
Tickets in BOG office
$3.00 advance
$3.50 at door
ID's Required

BOG Lecture Committee
presents
Senator
WILLIAM PROXMIRE
Tuesday, February 10
'64 Hall — 8:00 P.M.

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME!
LAST RESORT RENOVATIONS COMMITTEE MEET
FRIDAY AT 3:00 P.M.
YOUR HELP IS NEEDED!

Film Committee
presents
Monty Python’s
"AND NOW...
THEN DIFFERENT"
at the Last Resort
Sunday, Feb. 1
8:00 and 10:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 3
Last Resort Coffeehouse
featuring
"BEAT FEAT"
A premiere national touring performance
9:00 to 12:00 p.m.
**INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS**  
A WORKSHOP SERIES TO IMPROVE YOUR ABILITY TO LISTEN AND COMMUNICATE WITH INDIVIDUALS AND WITHIN ORGANIZATIONS: BUSINESS/LABOR/ARTS/MAJORS, ALL WELCOME.

**MONDAY**  
Feb. 7 — 2:30 p.m.—3:30 p.m. — Slavin 217  
Feb. 14 — 2:30 p.m.—3:30 p.m. — Slavin 217  
Feb. 21 — 2:30 p.m.—3:30 p.m. — Slavin 217

Presented by Dr. John Hogan  
Counseling and Career Planning Center

---

**WDOM “PC Turns Us On”**

*(Part I)*

**Mike McCormack, the general manager, asked me not to mention any individuals; WDOM should stand on the merits of her programming, and the volunteer who spends his time rolling up wires is as vital a contributor as the play-by-play announcer of hockey games. But I find it hard to keep my promise. Mike, I can’t help it. Little-known facts: WDOM is a member of the Associated Press and the Northeast Radio Network. The people here have developed this amazing capacity to turn seeming setbacks into marvelous advantages. They’ve turned commercial revenues into a $125,000 surplus each year. In fact, for the last three years, they’ve been able to pay dividends. WDOM’s funding situation is at best tricky. Most of it comes from the college, and it’s a struggle. The college sets a budget for each station, which is then matched by an equal amount of student activity fee. But the station’s overall budget is limited, and WDOM must generate as much revenue as possible to stay on the air. Mike McCormack is realistic about it: “We’re not going to be Discovery Channel, but we’re going to be a real shot with the jazz and classical music.”

But WDOM’s funding is far from the only thing that’s changing. WDOM’s recent history is full of changes, some good, some bad, but all of them significant because they’ve forced the station to make a major overhaul of much of its programming. Mike McCormack explains that the station has been a complex, technical, and sometimes frustrating experience. “It’s not always easy to please everyone,” he says. “But we try to offer a mix of popular and classical music.”

---

**EDITOR’S NOTE**

In yesterday’s Student Congress Executive Board elections, two of the four offices had candidates that went unopposed. One of the four. It is not clear whether this is a reflection of the students’ lack of interest in political matters or the effectiveness of the election process. However, it is important to note that the lack of competition can have a negative impact on the quality of the candidates who are selected. It is crucial that we encourage more students to participate in the election process in order to ensure that the best candidates are selected to represent the student body.
Pucksters Bow in O.T. to R.P.I. 6-5

By John Sivila

A disappointed and frustrated crowd of 2,400 left Schneider Friday night after watching their Friars bow down to a determined team from R.P.I.

The Friars jumped out to a 1-0 lead at 2:49 into the first period with a short-handed goal coming from Steven Anderson. R.P.I. knotted things up with a Marty Dallman to Mike Pickett goal at 8:37. The Friars left the ice at the end of the first period with a 1-1 lead thanks to a goal that was tipped in by freshman Gates Orlando at 10:38.

PC made it 3-1 at 3:45 into the second period when Steve Evangelista connected with Steve Rabein who put it home. After Rahon's goal the tide turned as R.P.I. began to wake up. The scrappy scrum from New York scored two goals to put things into a deadlock at the end of the second, the goals coming from Jay Wall and Mike McPhie, respectively. R.P.I. iced out the Friars as Paul Murphy teamed up with Bob Deprece to make the score 5-3.

The Friars snapped out of their daze at 11:51 as Mike Govein beat R.P.I. goalie Gerry Fink. Providence battled back to tie the game on a wrist shot by Mike Bolstad coming with 1:32 left in regulation.

The overtime period ended quick enough as Marty Dallman scored on a break-away at 1:55 to give the Friars 6-5 in OT. Providence’s Marty Dallman scored the overtime goal for the Friars at 1:55.

Lady Hoopsters Drop Pair Host Bentley Tomorrow

By Mary Gibbons

The Lady Friars basketball team had their hands full this weekend as they traveled to Villanova Friday night and Saint Joseph's Saturday, lost both games. Unfortunately, they did not emerge victorious in either game.

PC began the Villanova game with the first basket but Villanova took the lead two baskets later. Again Providence pulled ahead, but to no avail. Villanova regained their position ending the first half with a 43-27 lead.

The second half proved more exciting as both teams played fairly evenly. Villanova maintained their position with a final score of 66-65. The Lady Friars lacked the height of their opponent, this disadvantage hindering them greatly on rebounds. Kerry Phayre was the leading scorer for PC with 16 points, followed by Kathy Finn who had 13, and Kathy Dwyer who had 11.

The following night seemed quite the same as Providence was once again subject to a height disadvantage at St. Joseph's. They played an action packed first half with the score remaining quite close until the last few minutes of the half. At that point St. Joe's was leading 37-38.

The second half continued quite the same with St. Joe's maintaining the lead throughout the remainder of the game. The final score was St. Joseph's, 68, Providence 59. Kathy Dwyer led the Lady Friars with 12 points, while PC's Marty Dallman scored the overtime goal for the Friars at 1:55. The Lady hoopsters host Bentley Thursday night at 7:00 in Alumni Arena.

Nautilus Facilities to Open Monday

As of Monday, Feb. 2, the Nautilus facilities will be open to qualified students, faculty and staff only. Those who are interested and are already qualified must attend a meeting at 4:30 on Monday, Feb. 3 in the weight room. At this session, interested parties will be given a test and a membership card. No one will be allowed to use the equipment without a membership card. All varsity athletes must qualify to use the equipment.

Training sessions to qualify people will begin on Monday, Feb. 2 and will continue daily from 4 to 6 p.m. until everyone who wishes to use the equipment has qualified. Sign-ups for training sessions will be held outside the nautilus room beginning Monday, Feb. 2. No more than twelve people will be allowed to use the room in a single hour. The nautilus room will be kept open as long as there is a need for it. Alumni will be allowed to use the equipment only if there is the time and space available.

The Intramural Department and all involved are doing their best to set up a complete weight room—universal, free weights, and nautilus. All students are asked to please bear with the initial inconvenience, as this effort is for the students own sake. If there are any questions, please call 2888.

THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN

Written by JANE WAGNER • Music by SUZANNE CIANI • Produced by HANK MOONJEAN

Executive Producer JANE WAGNER • Directed by JOEL SCHUMACHER • A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

LILY TOMLIN • CHARLES GRODIN • NED BEATTY • A LIJA Production

GIVE OR TAKE AN INCH

OPENING JANUARY 30 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

THEATRE

(From Page 1)

concerns in order to provide for the most efficient building possible and financially feasible for the College at some point in time.

Proud of the study and its results, Grace commented that the new structure will be "not solely for theater and music. We conceived of it as a performance facility to serve as a stimulus for the cultural life of the whole college."
Old Rivalry, New Game
But Friars Fall Short,
Lose to URI 53-44

By Richard Testa

After holding the ball for five and a half minutes in the first half and falling behind by five with 1:20 to go in the game, Rhode Island changed the game plan and defense and defeated the Friars 53-44 at the Civic Center last Saturday.

Earlier in the week PC held on at Georgetown and pulled off the biggest upset in the Big East so far this year, shocking the Hoyas 61-58. The victory was also Providence’s first conference win ever, but both contests the Friars were playing without the services of Jerry Scott, who had been averaging close to 20 points per game in his last seven starts. Even though Scott attempted to play against the Rams, he was not 100 percent and was injured from both an infected toe and tonsillitis.

Frogs wasn’t the only player not at full strength against URI. Rudy Williams, Ricky Tucker, and Myles McPartland were all battling the flu, along with their coach Gary Walters. But, ah, was this a thinking coach’s game? With 8:45 left in the first half, Rudy coach Claude English decided to hold the ball and a 15-12 lead, trying to force the Friars to come out of their zone and play man for man. Walters, figuring that his team was not at full strength anyway, nixed the coersion and stayed in his zone.

Jim Pannagio and Billy Fields followed the ball from corner to corner until, with 1:10 left in the half, Fields tipped the ball away from Roland Houston and PC was back on offense. Unable to penetrate immediately, the Friars turned the ball over and URI scored the last basket of the half and went into the locker room with a 15-12 lead. Never before had a team held the ball so long in the first half at the Civic Center.

The game, the only game between the two schools this year, was marred by drunken fans yelling at coaches and “Palestra Paper” fever, which almost awarded PC a technical. The one game concept came about to stop tension between the two schools. But instead of reduced hostilities, there seemed to be more.

The Providence half of the arena screamed that what they had seen was boring. But PC was playing such a good game that Rhode Island had the option of either forcing many outside shots or not taking any shots. They chose the better option of the time. As it turned out it didn’t work. John Sullivan—his first of three goals of the game, made big saves at the right time and that’s theimmortant thing. A high glove save on a lone Bruin late in the second period was just one of the many examples.

The hero of the night, John Sullivan, had this to say: “I feel different every game but tonight I feel really good. I just hope we can come out of it now and make the playoffs.”

Providence, who was 13th in the ECAC before Monday’s game, needs to finish in the top eight to gain a berth. Hopefully the Friars (3-6-1 in ECAC, 7-10-1 overall) can start another streak.

The nonselfish attitude of the squad may be an asset to the late season drive and could conceivably carry them right to the Boston Garden. “We don’t care how much we win by, as long as we win,” said John Sullivan as he reflected back on the Friar victory. “I haven’t had a hat trick in a long time… but I’m more glad we won!”

John Sullivan Leads
Friars Over Bruins, 7-4

By John Brandolino

Looking back over the last few weeks, the Providence Pucksters seem to be following an up-and-down schedule. After losing two games back in December in Minnesota, the Friars fought back to win three of their next four contests (Maine, Harvard, and St. Lawrence). Then, just as things looked up, Providence was humiliated by Clarkson and edged out by RPI to start yet another string of losses. Well, Coach Lamoreillo may not be happy with the inconsistency of this years squad, but Monday’s 7-4 victory over Brown was sure to ease that somewhat. “I’m happy the way we played five on five,” commented Coach after the cross-town showdown. “I thought we used the body well. It was a game that must use the body but we can’t get too fancy.”

And the crowd may have agreed when hard-hitting Randy Velsiak and Scot Klemendorst sent two Bruin bodies crashing to the boards to start the PC-dominated tempo early in the game.

By the beginning of the second period, the home team enjoyed a 3-0 lead that would never fall. The scoring started at the 8:20 mark when Mike Bolstad banged in the puck after a scramble next to Bruin goalie Eric Eisenraht. Near the end of the period, the Friars went up by two when Bruce Babson’s low shot was tipped in by senior John Sullivan—his first of three for the night. Then Steve Taylor put a high wrist shot into the net to put PC up by three at 8:14 of the second period. The most that Brown could do after that was just try to keep up with the Friar scoring pace.

Middle period goals by Steve Evangelista and Dan Miele were both answered for by Bruin scores but it was still 5-2 after the first 40 minutes of play. In the third, the bruins scored twice early in the period while Sullivan got the last two tallies of his hat trick and Providence was sky high. Paul Stanislas did a nice pass to Sullivan at 15:23 to send him all alone on Eisenraht. He quickly put it between the sophomore goalie’s legs and put the icing on the cake about four minutes later when he hit an open-net for a 7-4 final. It can be said that the game was plagued with penalties. The Friars were victims of the referee on nine occasions in the last two periods. “The penalties threw us completely out of the game,” commented Lamoreillo about the hapazard and numerous calls. “It was just the penalties—most were questionable. Every time we seemed to get going, we got a penalty.” And, again, thanks to goalie Scott Fluke, the score stayed the way it should even with all that shorthanded pressure. “Scott played great,” remarked Coach. “He made big saves at the right time and that’s the most important thing.” A high glove save on a lone Bruin late in the season period was just one of the many examples.

The hero of the night, John Sullivan, had this to say: “I feel different every game but tonight I feel really good. I just hope we can come out of it now and make the playoffs.” Providence, who was 13th in the ECAC before Monday’s game, needs to finish in the top eight to gain a berth. Hopefully the Friars (3-6-1 in ECAC, 7-10-1 overall) can start another streak.

Jim Pamagio goes up for two.